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The parameterized longest previous factor (pLPF) problem as deﬁned for parameterized
strings (p-strings) adds a level of parameterization to the longest previous factor (LPF)
problem originally deﬁned for traditional strings. In this work, we consider the construction
of the pLPF data structure and identify the strong relationship between the pLPF linear
time construction and several variations of the problem. Initially, we propose a taxonomy
of classes for longest factor problems. Using this taxonomy, we show an interesting
connection between the pLPF and popular data structures. It is shown that a subset of
longest factor problems may be created with the pLPF construction. More speciﬁcally,
the pLPF problem is used as a foundation to achieve the linear time construction of popular
data structures such as the LCP, parameterized-LCP (pLCP), parameterized-border (p-border)
array, and border array. We further generalize the permuted-LCP for p-strings and provide
a linear time construction. A number of new variations of the pLPF problem are proposed
and addressed in linear time for both p-strings and traditional strings, including the longest
not-equal factor (LneF), longest reverse factor (LrF), and longest factor (LF). The framework
of the pLPF construction is exploited to eﬃciently address a multitude of data structures
with prospects in various applications. Finally, we implement our algorithms and perform
various experiments to conﬁrm theoretical results.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The longest previous factor (LPF) problem ﬁnds for each suﬃx at i in an n-length traditional string W = W [1]W [2] . . .
W [n] a longest factor W [h . . .n] with 1 h < i  n preceding the suﬃx W [i . . .n] in W . Crochemore and Ilie [15] studied
this data structure for traditional strings. In order to construct the LPF array, it was shown in [15] that the suﬃx array SA is
useful to quickly identify the most lexicographically similar suﬃxes that are candidate previous factors for the chosen suﬃx
in question. The use of SA expedites the work to construct the LPF array in linear time. The linear time construction of the
LPF data structure makes it a justiﬁed choice to use in various applications. The LPF array is naturally setup for applications
in string compression [41] and detecting runs [32] within a string.
In [10], we introduce the parameterized longest previous factor (pLPF) to extend the traditional LPF problem to parame-
terized strings (p-strings). A p-string, introduced by Baker [5], is a generalized form of a string produced from the constant
alphabet Σ and the parameter alphabet Π . The alphabet to which a symbol belongs determines exactly how the symbol is
matched. The parameterized pattern matching (p-match) problem is to identify an equivalence between a pair of p-strings S
and T when (1) the individual constant symbols match and (2) there exists a bijection between the parameter symbols of S
and T . Prominent applications concerned with the p-match problem include detecting plagiarism in academia and industry,
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130 R. Beal, D. Adjeroh / Journal of Discrete Algorithms 16 (2012) 129–150reporting similarities in biological sequences [38], discovering cloned code segments in a program [6], and even answering
critical legal questions regarding the unauthorized use of intellectual property [40]. Baker [5] identiﬁes that the p-match
bijection can be handled by using a previous (prev) encoding scheme where a p-match exists between S and T if and only
if prev(S) = prev(T ). The prev encoding codes each symbol s with the same constant s if s ∈ Σ . Otherwise when s ∈ Π ,
prev encodes s with the integer distance to the previous s in T or 0 if it is the ﬁrst instance of s in T . For example, the
following p-strings that represent program statements f /a∗q−++q and f /b∗c−++c over the alphabets Σ = {∗, /,−,+}
and Π = {a,b, c, f ,q} successfully p-match since prev(“ f /a ∗ q − + + q”) = “0/0 ∗ 0 − + + 4” = prev(“ f /b ∗ c − + + c”).
By solving a problem with the p-match, we are also solving the same problem with an exact match when |Π | = 0 and a
mapped match (m-match) when |Σ | = 0 [4]. We show in [10] that the pLPF problem is not a straightforward extension
of the LPF problem because of the added challenges of the p-match and dynamic nature of the parameterized suﬃxes
(p-suﬃxes) under the prev encoding. We provide an algorithm in [10,11] to construct the pLPF data structure in linear
time. A signiﬁcant contribution of [10] is identifying the connection between the pLPF data structure with other popu-
lar data structures such as the LPF, longest common preﬁx (LCP), and parameterized longest common preﬁx (pLCP). We
are inﬂuenced by the variations of the traditional LPF problem studied in [18,17] to further deﬁne variations for the pLPF
problem.
Main contributions. In this work, we extend the power of the pLPF construction by addressing variations of the data
structure with the same algorithm. Initially, we consider the pLPF problem and prove its linear time construction. We are
the ﬁrst to introduce a taxonomy for longest factor problems, which identiﬁes that problems satisfying certain properties
can be solved with the same pLPF algorithm by simply altering the preprocessing and postprocessing. The pLPF framework
is the basis for the data structures in this paper. First, it is proven that the pLCP and the newly introduced permuted-
pLCP can be constructed with the pLPF framework in linear time. Next, we introduce three new variants of the pLPF array,
namely the parameterized longest not-equal factor (pLneF), parameterized longest reverse factor (pLrF), and parameterized
longest factor (pLF), and prove that we can use the pLPF framework to construct these variants in linear time. We identify
that the border array [39], an important data structure in string pattern matching, is also a variant of the pLPF . It is then
shown how to compute the parameterized-border (p-border) array in linear time using the pLPF framework. For simplicity,
throughout this work, our construction algorithms consider the most common case of p-strings – where the ordering of
p-suﬃxes behave like the ordering of regular suﬃxes. This corresponds to the case of Fig. 1(a) of [11]. A straightforward
implementation of the details in [11] allow the algorithms to support all the other cases identiﬁed. In terms of traditional
data structures such as the longest common preﬁx (LCP) and longest previous factor (LPF), we prove that our p-string
oriented algorithms can be used to solve these standard problems. Finally, we implement our algorithms considering all of
the details in [11] and conﬁrm the linear time nature of the constructions. We also show how our newfound algorithms
compare with standard algorithms in terms of the traditional LCP and LPF constructions. The following theorems formalize
our core contributions, where pSAS denotes the p-suﬃx array on p-string S .
Theorem 16. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), the prev encoding of T , and pSAT , the parameterized suﬃx array
for T , the algorithm compute_pLPF constructs the pLPF array in O (n) time.
Theorem 20. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), the prev encoding of T , and pSAT , the parameterized suﬃx array
for T , the construct algorithm can be used to construct the pLCP and permuted-pLCP arrays in O (n) time.
Theorem 27. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), pSAT , Q 1 = T [1 . . .n − 1]$1 , Q 2 = T [1 . . .n − 1]R$2 , Q = Q 1 ◦ Q 2 ,
prevT1 = prev(Q 1), prevT2 = prev(Q 2), and pSAQ , the pLneF, pLrF, and pLF data structures are each constructed in O (n) time.
Theorem 28. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), the prev encoding of T , and pSAT , the parameterized suﬃx array
for T , the algorithm compute_p-border computes the p-border array in O (n) expected time.
2. Background/related work
Baker [6] identiﬁes three types of pattern matching: (1) exact matching, (2) parameterized matching (p-match), and
(3) matching with modiﬁcations. The p-match generalizes exact matching by using a parameterized string (p-string) com-
posed of symbols from a constant symbol alphabet Σ and a parameter alphabet Π . A p-match exists between a pair of
p-strings S and T of length n when (1) the constant symbols σ ∈ Σ match and (2) there exists a bijection of parameter
symbols π ∈ Π between the p-strings. The ﬁrst p-match breakthroughs, namely, the prev encoding and the parameterized
suﬃx tree (p-suﬃx tree) were introduced by Baker [5]. The p-suﬃx tree construction time was improved by Baker in [7].
Other contributions in the area of parameterized suﬃx trees include the improved construction in [29] and the random-
ized algorithms in [14,30,31]. Like the traditional suﬃx tree [22,39,1], the p-suﬃx tree [5] implementation suffers from a
large memory footprint. Other solutions that address the p-match problem without the space limitations of the p-suﬃx
tree include the parameterized-KMP [4] and parameterized-BM [8], variants of traditional pattern matching approaches.
Idury et al. [26] studied the multiple p-match problem using automata and a structure that is now referred to as the
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Data structures for string W = AAAB AB AB$.
i SA[i] W [SA[i] . . .n] LCP[i] W [i . . .n] permuted-LCP[i] LPF[i] LPnrF[i] LPnF[i]
1 9 $ 0 AAAB AB AB$ 0 0 0 0
2 1 AAAB AB AB$ 0 AAB AB AB$ 2 2 1 1
3 2 AAB AB AB$ 2 AB AB AB$ 4 1 1 1
4 7 AB$ 1 B AB AB$ 3 0 0 0
5 5 AB AB$ 2 AB AB$ 2 4 1 2
6 3 AB AB AB$ 4 B AB$ 1 3 2 2
7 8 B$ 0 AB$ 1 2 2 2
8 6 B AB$ 1 B$ 0 1 1 1
9 4 B AB AB$ 3 $ 0 0 0 0
parameterized-border (p-border) array. In [24,25], I et al. studied how to verify whether a given array is a valid p-border ar-
ray. The parameterized suﬃx array (p-suﬃx array) and the parameterized longest common preﬁx (pLCP) array combination
is analogous to the suﬃx array and LCP array for traditional strings [33,22,39,1], which is both time and space eﬃcient for
pattern matching. Direct p-suﬃx array and pLCP construction was ﬁrst introduced by Deguchi et al. [19] for binary strings,
which required O (n) work. Deguchi and colleagues [23] later proposed the ﬁrst approach to p-suﬃx sorting and pLCP con-
struction with an arbitrary alphabet size theoretically requiring O (n2) time in the worst case. We introduce new algorithms
in [12,9] to p-suﬃx sort in linear time on average using coding methods from information theory. In [12], we introduce
improved theoretical worst case algorithms for p-suﬃx sorting based on arithmetic coding techniques.
In this paper, we look at auxiliary data structures constructed from the suﬃx array. In a novel application of the suﬃx
array and the corresponding LCP array, Crochemore and Ilie [15] introduced the longest previous factor (LPF) problem
for traditional strings. Table 1 shows an example of the LPF array and related data structures for a short sequence W =
AAABAB AB$. For any suﬃx u beginning at index i in string W , the LPF problem is to identify the exact matching longest
factor between u and another suﬃx v starting prior to index i in W . We note that this deﬁnition is similar to (though not
the same as) the Prior array used in [22]. Crochemore and Ilie [15] exploited the notion that the nearby elements within a
suﬃx array are closely related en route to proposing a linear time solution to the LPF problem. They also proposed another
linear time algorithm to compute the LPF array by using the LCP structure. In [18,17], Crochemore and colleagues extended
their ideas related to the LPF data structure to propose new problems regarding various types of previous factors in a string.
Some of these variations observe reverse factors, which is the case with the longest previous non-overlapping reverse factor
(LPnrF) data structure. The LPnrF data structure preserves, for each suﬃx at position i, the length of the longest reverse
factor occurring before index i in the string W . The longest previous reverse factor (LPrF) and the longest previous non-
overlapping factor (LPnF) are other variants of the LPF array studied in [17]. The signiﬁcance of an eﬃcient construction of
the LPF data structure is the ability to simplify computations in various string analysis procedures. Typical examples include
computing the Lempel–Ziv factorization [41,16], which is fundamental in string compression algorithms such as the UNIX
gzip utility [22,39] and in algorithms for detecting repeats in a string [32].
We extend the LPF data structure by generalizing the problem for p-strings with the parameterized longest previous
factor pLPF data structure proposed in [10]. The work in [10,11] also constructs the pLCP, traditional LPF , and traditional
LCP data structures in linear time. The solutions in [10,11] are the ﬁrst theoretical linear time claims that address the pLCP
array construction. In this paper, we consider the pLPF construction to serve as a foundation for popular data structures
such as LPF, LCP, pLCP, and the border and p-border arrays in addition to our newly proposed variations of the longest factor
problem. Our motivation to further study longest factor problems in terms of p-strings is the power of parameterization to
provide data structures for p-string applications and generally address problems for traditional strings.
3. Preliminaries
A string on an alphabet Σ is a production T = T [1]T [2] . . . T [n] from Σn with n = |T | the length of T . We will use the
following string notations: T [i] refers to the ith symbol of string T , T [i . . . j] refers to the substring T [i]T [i + 1] . . . T [ j],
and T [i . . .n] refers to the ith suﬃx of T : T [i]T [i + 1] . . . T [n]. Let the reverse of a substring be deﬁned as T [i . . . j]R =
T [ j]T [ j − 1] . . . T [i] for 1  i < j  n. Parameterized pattern matching requires the ﬁnite alphabets Σ and Π . Alphabet
Σ denotes the set of constant symbols while Π represents the set of parameter symbols. We assume the use of indexed
alphabets. Alphabets are deﬁned such that Σ ∩ Π = ∅. Furthermore, we append a terminal symbol in the set {$1,$2, . . .}
with $1 < $2 < · · · lexicographically, or more generally $, $ /∈ Σ ∪ Π to the end of all strings to clearly distinguish between
suﬃxes. To simplify discussions, we omit the terminal subscript where possible. For practical purposes, we can assume
that |Σ | + |Π | n since otherwise a single mapping can be used to enforce the condition. Let S ◦ T , or simply ST , denote
the concatenation of the strings S and T . This notation is suppressed for concision when the context is clear. For notation
purposes, the data structures discussed in this paper may denote the string to which they refer. For instance, LCPQ denotes
the LCP of the string Q . If Q is formed as Q = T [1 . . .n − 1]$1 ◦ T [1 . . .n − 1]R$2, then we may also write that SAQ =
SAT [1...n−1]$1◦T [1...n−1]R$2 refers to the suﬃx array of the formed string T [1 . . .n − 1]$1 ◦ T [1 . . .n − 1]R$2. The notation is
omitted when the context is clear.
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Consider the alphabet arrangements Σ = {A, B,C} and Π = {a,b, c,w, x, y, z}. Example p-strings include S =
AxByABxy$, T = AwBzABwz$, and U = AyByAByy$.
Deﬁnition 2 (Parameterizedmatching (p-match)). (See [5,19].) A p-match exists between pair of p-strings S and T with n = |S|
if and only if |S| = |T | and each 1 i  n corresponds to one of the following:
1. S[i], T [i] ∈ (Σ ∪ {$}) ∧ S[i] = T [i];
2. S[i], T [i] ∈ Π ∧ ((a) ∨ (b)) /* parameter bijection */
(a) S[i] 
= S[ j], T [i] 
= T [ j] for any 1 j < i;
(b) S[i] = S[i − q] iff T [i] = T [i − q] for any 1 q < i.
In our example, we have a p-match between the p-strings S and T since every constant/terminal symbol matches and
there exists a bijection of parameter symbols between S and T . U does not satisfy the parameter bijection to p-match with
S or T . The process of p-matching leads to deﬁning the prev encoding.
Deﬁnition 3 (Previous (prev) encoding). (See [5,19].) Given Z as the set of non-negative integers, the function prev : (Σ ∪
Π)∗$ → (Σ ∪Z)∗$ accepts a p-string T of length n and produces a string Q of length n that (1) encodes constant/terminal
symbols with the same symbol and (2) encodes parameters to point to previous like-parameters. More formally, Q is
constructed of individual Q [i] with 1 i  n where
Q [i] =
⎧⎨
⎩
T [i], if T [i] ∈ (Σ ∪ {$}),
0, if T [i] ∈ Π ∧ T [i] 
= T [ j] for any 1 j < i,
i − k, if T [i] ∈ Π ∧ k = max{ j | T [i] = T [ j], 1 j < i}.
For a p-string T of length n, the above O (n) space prev encoding requires the construction time of order
O (n log(min{n, |Π |})), which follows from the discussions of Baker [5,8] and Amir et al. [4] on the dependency of al-
phabet Π in p-match applications. Given an indexed alphabet and an auxiliary O (|Π |) mapping structure, we can construct
prev in O (n) time. Using Deﬁnition 3, our working examples evaluate to prev(S) = A0B0AB54$, prev(T ) = A0B0AB54$,
prev(U ) = A0B2AB31$. The relationship between p-strings and the lexicographical ordering of the prev encoding is
fundamental to the p-match problem.
Deﬁnition 4 (prev Lexicographical ordering). Given the p-strings S and T and two symbols s and t from the encodings
prev(S) and prev(T ) respectively, the relationships =, 
=, <, and > refer to lexicographical ordering between s and t .
We deﬁne the ordering of symbols from a prev encoding of the production (Σ ∪ Z)∗$ to be $ < ζ ∈ Z < σ ∈ Σ , where
each ζ and σ are lexicographically sorted in their respective alphabets. The relationships =, 
=, ≺, and  refer to the
lexicographical ordering between strings. In the case of prev(S) and prev(T ), prev(S) ≺ prev(T ) when prev(S)[1] =
prev(T )[1],prev(S)[2] = prev(T )[2], . . . ,prev(S)[ j − 1] = prev(T )[ j − 1],prev(S)[ j] < prev(T )[ j] for some j, j 
1. Similarly, we can deﬁne =k , 
=k , ≺k , and k to refer to the lexicographical relationships between a pair of p-strings
considering only the ﬁrst k 0 symbols.
It is shown in [12,9] how to map a symbol in prev to an integer based on the ordering of Deﬁnition 4 and subsequently,
call the function in(x, X) to answer alphabet membership questions of the form x ∈ X in constant time. The following
proposition essential to the p-matching problem is directly related to the established symbol ordering.
Proposition 5. (See [5].) Two p-strings S and T p-match when prev(S) = prev(T ). Also, S ≺ T when prev(S) ≺ prev(T ) and
S  T when prev(S)  prev(T ).
The example prev encodings show a p-match between S and T since prev(S) = A0B0AB54$ and prev(T ) =
A0B0AB54$. Also, U  S and U  T since prev(U ) = A0B2AB31$  prev(S) = prev(T ) = A0B0AB54$. We use the
ordering established in Deﬁnition 4 to deﬁne the parameterized suﬃx array and the parameterized longest common preﬁx
array.
Deﬁnition 6 (Parameterized suﬃx array (pSA)). The pSA for a p-string T of length n preserves the lexicographical order-
ing of the indices i representing individual p-suﬃxes prev(T [i . . .n]) with 1  i  n, such that prev(T [pSA[q] . . .n]) ≺
prev(T [pSA[q + 1] . . .n]), ∀q, 1 q < n.
The pSA is analogous to the SA deﬁned for traditional strings. Let the rank array R , or more speciﬁcally RT , rank each
suﬃx index in the string T to its position in the corresponding pSA or SA. The following pLCP array is used with the pSA for
eﬃcient p-matching [23,19,9].
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the length of the longest common preﬁx between neighboring p-suﬃxes. We deﬁne plcp(α,β) = max{k | prev(α) =k
prev(β)}. Then, pLCP[1] = 0 and pLCP[i] = plcp(T [pSA[i] . . .n], T [pSA[i − 1] . . .n]), 2 i  n.
The standard LCP and longest common preﬁx computation lcp are analogous to the aforementioned pLCP and plcp
only without the prev encoding. For the example T = AwBzABwz$ with prev(T ) = A0B0AB54$, we have pSA =
{9,8,7,4,2,1,5,6,3} and pLCP = {0,0,1,1,1,0,1,0,2}. For any data structure D , denote Dmax as the maximum value
in the array and denote Dμ as the mean of the array. Then, pLCPmax = 2 and pLCPμ = 2/3.
In terms of the longest common preﬁx between two neighboring suﬃxes in SA, we can eﬃciently obtain this by accessing
one element of the LCP data structure. In general, we can obtain the longest common preﬁx between any two suﬃxes by
turning to the work of [13,36,37], where the overloaded computation lcp(i, j, T ) for any i and j is achieved by observing
the LCP array of T . That is, the lcp computation is performed via the range minimum query rmq(i, j, LCPT ) between some
suﬃx at i and j on an interval of the LCP array of the n-length T as follows:
lcp(i, j, T ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, if i < 1∨ i > n ∨ j < 1∨ j > n,
n − i + 1, if i = j,
rmq(RT [i] + 1, RT [ j], LCPT ), if RT [i] < RT [ j],
rmq(RT [ j] + 1, RT [i], LCPT ), if RT [ j] < RT [i].
Here, the computation is performed on the LCP array between the suﬃxes at i and j as they appear in SA, ranked by the
array R . We observe that the rmq computation is also valid for the pLCP data structure constructed for p-strings. This is
true because the pLCP deﬁnition is analogous to the LCP. We analogously deﬁne plcp(i, j, T ) on the pLCP array. The rmq
calculation was proven by [13,36,37] to require O (n) preprocessing in O (n) space with O (1) query time. In practice, the
rmq preprocessing may be considered very heavy. Thus, we will refer to the lcp and plcp computations using rmq simply
for discussion purposes. Instead, our work is focused on approaching solutions to longest factor problems with a mixture of
lighter preprocessing and eﬃcient construction algorithms.
In terms of traditional strings, the permuted-LCP array, discussed in [27], is deﬁned as a variation of the LCP array to offer
space improvements. In this paper, we propose and construct the permuted-pLCP array, a permuted-LCP array for p-strings.
Deﬁnition 8 (Permuted longest common preﬁx (permuted-LCP) array). (See [27].) The permuted-LCP array for a traditional
string W of length n maintains the length of the longest common preﬁx between neighboring suﬃxes in the order that
they appear in W . More formally, permuted-LCP[i] = LCP[R[i]] or alternatively, permuted-LCP[SA[i]] = LCP[i], 1 i  n.
An example of the relationship between the SA, LCP, and permuted-LCP data structures is displayed in Table 1. We now
continue our p-string discussion by formally deﬁning the forw encoding, which supplements the encoding prev.
Deﬁnition 9 (Forward (forw) encoding). (See [12,9].) Let the function rev(Y [1]Y [2] . . . Y [n − 1]$) = Y [n − 1] . . . Y [2]Y [1]$
and repl(T , x, y) replace all occurrences in T of the symbol x with y. We deﬁne the function forw for the p-string T of
length n as forw(T ) = rev(repl(prev(rev(T )),0,n)).
For a p-string T of length n, the encoding forw encodes constant/terminal symbols with the same symbol and encodes
each parameter p with the forward distance to the next occurrence of p or an unreachable forward distance n. Our def-
inition of forw generates output mirroring the fw encoding used by Deguchi et al. [23,19]. The forw encodings in our
example with n = 9 are forw(S) = A5B4AB99$, forw(T ) = A5B4AB99$, forw(U ) = A2B3AB19$.
Next, we deﬁne the LPF data structure.
Deﬁnition 10 (Longest previous factor (LPF)). (See [15].) For an n-length traditional string W , the LPF is deﬁned for each index
1 i  n such that LPF[i] =max({0} ∪ {k | W [i . . .n] =k W [h . . .n], 1 h < i}) = max({0} ∪ {lcp(i,h,W ) | 1 h < i}).
The traditional string W = AAABAB AB$ yields LPF = {0,2,1,0,4,3,2,1,0}. Three variants of the LPF data structure
were introduced in [18,17], namely LPnrF , LPnF , and LPrF .
The border array, used for exact matching, preserves a list of the length of the longest border between a preﬁx of a
traditional string W and a complete proper suﬃx of the preﬁx. More formally, the border array is deﬁned in the following.
Deﬁnition 11 (Border (border) array). (See [39].) For an n-length traditional string W , the border array computation is deﬁned
for each index 1  i  n such that border[1] = 0 and border[i] = max({0} ∪ {k | W [1 . . . i] =k W [i − k + 1 . . . i], k < i}) for
2 i  n.
For the working example W = AAABAB AB$, border = {0,1,2,0,1,0,1,0,0}. The parameterized-border (p-border) array
is the analogous problem for p-strings and the p-matching problem.
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1 int [ ] preprocess1 ( int SA[n ] , int d) {
2 int q[n ] , i
3 Node∗ ptr [n]
4 i n i t ( )
5 inser t (−1)
6 for ( i = 1 to n)
7 ptr [SA[ i ] ] = inser t (SA[ i ] )
8 inser t (−1)
9 for ( i = n to 1) {
10 switch (d ) {
11 case BEFORE< : q [ i ] = ptr [ i ]−>previous−>suf
12 break
13 case BEFORE> : q [ i ] = ptr [ i ]−>next−>suf
14 break
15 } delete ( ptr [ i ] )
16 } c lear ( )
17 return q
18 }
Deﬁnition 12 (Parameterized border (p-border) array). (See [26].) For an n-length p-string T , the p-border array compu-
tation is deﬁned for each index 1  i  n such that p-border[1] = 0 and p-border[i] = max({0} ∪ {k | prev(T [1 . . . i]) =k
prev(T [i − k + 1 . . . i]), k < i}) for 2 i  n.
The p-string T = wzwz$ yields the array p-border = {0,1,2,3,0}.
In our preprocessing algorithms, we use a doubly linked list. We assume that the structure has the following node
deﬁnition and basic operations.
/*
**** Doubly Linked List ****
Node type: { int suf, Node* previous, Node* next }
Operations:
-- void init( ) : initialization routine
-- Node* insert(int i) : inserts Node with suf i; returns pointer to inserted Node
-- void delete(Node* ptr) : removes the Node pointed to by ptr
-- void clear( ) : removes all Nodes in list
*/
In our algorithms, we will use the following descriptive integer constants that represent the corresponding data
structures: {BEFORE<,BEFORE>,AFTER<,AFTER>,NEQ<,NEQ>,REV<,REV>,PLCP,PERMUTED_LCP}. The preprocessed arrays
before< , before> , after< , after> , neq< , neq> , rev< , and rev> will be discussed later in this work.
4. Parameterized LPF
4.1. Preprocessing
Before developing the parameterized longest previous factor (pLPF) data structure, we begin by identifying the pre-
processing involved. The intermediate data structures preprocessed assist with the eﬃcient construction of the pLPF data
structure. Intuitively, the act of ﬁnding a longest previous factor demands that we oracle a few “candidate” factors. As with
[15,18,17], the suﬃx array is used to eﬃciently ﬁnd such factors for traditional strings. Crochemore and Ilie [15] eﬃciently
solve the LPF problem for a traditional string W by exploiting the properties of the suﬃx array SA. They construct the
arrays prev<[1 . . .n] and prev>[1 . . .n], which for each i in W maintain the suﬃx h < i respectively preceding and suc-
ceeding the suﬃx i in SA; when no such suﬃx exists, the element is denoted by −1. The conceptual idea to compute the
prev< and prev> arrays in linear time via deletions in a doubly linked list of the SA was suggested in [15]. We provide the
preprocessing required in Algorithm 1.
It is apparent from Deﬁnition 6 that p-suﬃxes are different from traditional suﬃxes due to the prev encoding. Later,
we will clearly identify the speciﬁc challenges introduced because of the prev encoding of Deﬁnition 3. At this stage,
however, it is important to observe that the computations of these “candidate” factors prev< and prev> do not depend on
the individual symbols and rather, only depend on the location of the factor in the string. Thus, we can also use a p-suﬃx
array to ﬁnd these factors for p-strings using Algorithm 1. Furthermore, we will refer to prev< and prev> as before< and
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pLPF calculation for p-string T = AAAwBxyyAAAzwwB$.
i pSA[i] pLCP[i] prev(T [pSA[i] . . .n]) before<[pSA[i]] before>[pSA[i]] pLPF[i]
1 16 0 $ −1 6 0
2 6 0 001AAA001B$ −1 4 2
3 12 3 001B$ 6 7 1
4 7 1 01AAA001B$ 6 4 0
5 13 2 01B$ 7 8 0
6 8 1 0AAA001B$ 7 4 1
7 14 1 0B$ 8 4 1
8 4 2 0B001AAA091B$ −1 3 1
9 11 0 A001B$ 4 3 4
10 3 2 A0B001AAA091B$ −1 2 3
11 10 1 AA001B$ 3 2 2
12 2 3 AA0B001AAA091B$ −1 1 3
13 9 2 AAA001B$ 2 1 2
14 1 4 AAA0B001AAA091B$ −1 −1 2
15 15 0 B$ 1 5 1
16 5 1 B001AAA001B$ 1 −1 0
before> respectively, in order to avoid confusion with the prev encoding for p-strings. Table 2 displays a general example
of the before< and before> arrays.
4.2. Construction
We deﬁne the parameterized longest previous factor (pLPF) problem as follows to generalize the traditional LPF problem
to p-strings.
Deﬁnition 13 (Parameterized longest previous factor (pLPF)). For a p-string T of length n, the pLPF array is deﬁned for
each index 1  i  n to preserve the length of the longest factor between a p-suﬃx and a previous p-suﬃx occurring
in T . More formally, pLPF[i] = max({0} ∪ {k | prev(T [i . . .n]) =k prev(T [h . . .n]), 1 h < i}) = max{plcp(i,before<[i], T ),
plcp(i,before>[i], T )}.
Constructing the pLPF array requires that we deal with p-suﬃxes, which are suﬃxes encoded with prev. This task is
more demanding than the LPF for traditional strings because Lemma 14 indicates that we cannot guarantee the individual
suﬃxes of a single prev encoding to be p-suﬃxes. Thus, the changing nature of the prev encoding poses a major challenge
to eﬃcient and correct construction of the pLPF array using current algorithms that construct the LPF array for traditional
strings.
Lemma 14. Given a p-string T of length n, the suﬃxes of prev(T ) are not necessarily the p-suﬃxes of T . More formally, if π ∈ Π
occurs more than once in T , then ∃i such that prev(T [i . . .n]) 
= prev(T )[i . . .n], 1 i  n.
Proof. Suppose the only parameter symbol to occur in the p-string T is π ∈ Π , which exists only at positions α and β with
α < β . Suppose that indeed prev(T [α . . .n]) = prev(T )[α . . .n] and prev(T [β . . .n]) = prev(T )[β . . .n]. By Deﬁnition 3,
the ﬁrst occurrence of π at position α will be prev encoded by 0 and the π at position β will be prev encoded by β −α.
So, in the case of suﬃx α, prev(T [α . . .n]) = prev(T )[α . . .n]. At suﬃx β , the encoding of π at position β in T will change
to 0 in prev(T [β . . .n]) by Deﬁnition 3 whereas prev(T )[β . . .n] will retain the old encoding of β − α since π still occurs
in prev(T ) at position α. The π at position β forces prev(T [β . . .n]) 
= prev(T )[β . . .n], a contradiction. 
Consider the n-length p-string T = AAAwBxyyAAAzwwB$ using the previously deﬁned alphabets. The suﬃx at
i = 7 is T [i . . .n] = yyAAAzwwB$ and the suﬃx at j = i + 1 = 8 is T [ j . . .n] = yAAAzwwB$. The p-suﬃx at in-
dex i is prev(T [i . . .n]) = prev(yyAAAzwwB$) = 01AAA001B$ and the p-suﬃx at index j is prev(T [ j . . .n]) =
prev(yAAAzwwB$) = 0AAA001B$. Notice the relationship between the traditional suﬃxes since T [i . . .n] = T [i]◦T [ j . . .n]
whereas for p-suﬃxes, it is the case that prev(T [i . . .n]) 
= prev(T [i]) ◦ prev(T [ j . . .n]) and even prev(T [i . . .n]) 
=
prev(T [i . . .n])[1] ◦ prev(T [ j . . .n]). The fact that we cannot exploit the property of relating suﬃxes compounds the chal-
lenges of problems deﬁned for p-strings.
Table 2 shows a general pLPF computation for the working p-string T = AAAwBxyyAAAzwwB$. We note the intrica-
cies of Lemma 14 since simply using the traditional LPF construction in the following cases does not result in the correct
pLPF array: (1) LPFT = {0,2,1,0,0,0,0,1,3,2,1,0,1,2,1,0}, (2) LPFprev(T ) = {0,2,1,0,0,1,1,0,4,3,2,1,0,1,1,0}, and
(3) LPFforw(T ) = {0,2,1,0,0,0,0,1,3,2,1,3,2,1,1,0}. Essentially, Lemma 14 demands that we individually handle p-
suﬃxes in a way differing from the approach for traditional suﬃxes used in LPF construction.
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1 int [ ] compute_pLPF ( char T [n ] , int pSA[n ] ) {
2 return construct(preprocess1(pSA,BEFORE<),preprocess1(pSA,BEFORE>),prev(T),prev(T ))
3 }
Algorithm 3. General construction.
1 boolean extend=true
2 int [ ] construct ( int arr1 [n ] , int arr2 [n ] , int prevT1 [n ] , int prevT2 [n ] ) {
3 int z [n ] , z1=0 , z2=0 , i , j=0 , k=0
4 for ( i = 1 to n) {
5 i f ( extend ) {
6 j = max{0 , z1−1}, k = max{0 , z2−1}
7 /∗ see [11] f o r add i t i ona l d e t a i l s ∗ /
8 } i f ( arr 1 
= null ) z1 = 	 ( i , arr 1 [ i ] , j , prevT1 , prevT2 )
9 i f ( arr 2 
= null ) z2 = 	 ( i , arr 2 [ i ] , k , prevT1 , prevT2 )
10 z [ i ] = max{ z1 , z2 }
11 } return z
12 }
Given the before< and before> arrays, the element LPF[i] of the traditional LPF is simply the maximum q between
W [i . . .n] =q W [before<[i] . . .n] and W [i . . .n] =q W [before>[i] . . .n]. The magic of a linear time solution to constructing the
LPF array is achieved through the computation of an element by extending the previous element, more formally LPF[i] 
LPF[i − 1] − 1, which is a variant of the extension property used in LCP construction proven by Kasai et al. [28]. We prove
that this same property holds for the pLPF problem deﬁned on p-strings.
Lemma 15. The pLPF for a p-string T of length n is such that pLPF[i] pLPF[i − 1] − 1 with 1 < i  n.
Proof. Consider pLPF[i] at i = 1 by which Deﬁnition 13 requires that we ﬁnd a previous factor at 1 h < 1 that does not
exist; i.e., pLPF[1] = 0. At i = 2, indeed pLPF[2]  pLPF[1] − 1 = −1 is clearly true for all succeeding elements in which a
previous factor does not exist. For arbitrary i = j with 1 < j < n, suppose that the maximum length factor is at g < j and
without loss of generality, consider that the ﬁrst q  2 symbols match so that prev(T [ j . . .n]) =q prev(T [g . . .n]). Thus,
pLPF[ j] = q. Shifting the computation to i = j + 1, we lose the symbols prev(T [ j]) and prev(T [g]) in the p-suﬃxes at j
and g respectively. By Proposition 5, prev(T [ j . . . j + q − 1]) = prev(T [g . . . g + q − 1]) ⇒ prev(T [ j]) = prev(T [g]) and
as a consequence of the prev encoding in Deﬁnition 3 we have prev(T [i . . .n]) =q−1 prev(T [g + 1 . . .n]). Since we can
guarantee that ∃ a factor with (q − 1) symbols for pLPF[i] or possibly ﬁnd another factor at h with 1 h < i matching q or
more symbols, the lemma holds. 
At this point, we identify that the individual extensions of the p-matches prev(T [i . . .n]) = j prev(T [before<[i] . . .n])
and prev(T [i . . .n]) =k prev(T [before>[i] . . .n]) for sequential i and some j > 0 and k > 0 require special consideration
from the Ω function details in our paper [11]. For simplicity, throughout this work, our construction algorithms consider the
most common case of p-strings where p-suﬃxes are classiﬁed by Fig. 1(a) of [11], in which the ordering of the p-suﬃxes
behave like regular suﬃxes. A straightforward implementation of the details in [11] will extend this work to support all
classiﬁcations. As a result, Lemma 15 permits us to adapt the basic algorithm compute_LPF given in [15] for our pLPF
problem by extending the solution to incorporate the dynamic matching of p-suﬃxes. In [10], we provide the construction
of the pLPF data structure by comparing both “candidate” p-suﬃxes using data from the same prev encoding. Since we will
be looking at a multitude of variations in this paper, which include reverse p-strings and such, we give a more generalized
pLPF solution in this paper that compares “candidate” p-suﬃxes on two separate, individual prev encodings. In [10], we
take advantage of the fact that we can reuse the prev encoding during construction of the pLPF array. Extending the
algorithm to use individual prev encodings does not change the behavior of the algorithm and rather, it gives us the extra
ﬂexibility to perform the same type of construction on parallel prev encodings. The compute_pLPF in Algorithm 2 shows
how to correctly perform the preprocessing of before< and before> via Algorithm 1 and call the construction routine in
Algorithm 3. This construction routine makes use of the p-matcher Λ in Algorithm 4 to properly handle the sophisticated
matching of p-suﬃxes, the dynamic suﬃxes under the prev encoding.
The main difference between our pLPF solution and the traditional LPF solution in [15] is the actual pattern matching
performed. For the pLPF , the p-suﬃxes must be p-matched as formalized in Deﬁnition 2. The role of Λ is to extend the
matches between the p-suﬃx at a, constructed from the prevT1 parameter, and at b, constructed from the prevT2 parameter,
beyond the initial q symbols by directly comparing constant/terminal symbols and comparing the dynamically adjusted
parameter encodings for each p-suﬃx. For example, consider prevT1 = prevT2 = prev(T ). Then, the compared parameter
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1 int 	 ( int a , int b , int q , int prevT1 [n ] , int prevT2 [n ] ) {
2 boolean c = true
3 int x , y
4 i f (b = −1) return 0
5 while ( c ∧ ( a+q)  n ∧ (b+q)  n) {
6 x = prevT1 [ a+q ] , y = prevT2 [b+q]
7 i f (in (x , ) ∧ in (y , ) ) {
8 i f (x = y ) q++
9 else c = fa lse
10 } else i f (in (x ,Z ) ∧ in (y ,Z ) ) {
11 i f (q < x) x = 0
12 i f (q < y ) y = 0
13 i f (x = y ) q++
14 else c = fa lse
15 } else c = fa lse
16 } return q
17 }
symbols at position q in the p-suﬃxes prev(T [a . . .n]) and prev(T [b . . .n]) are dynamically adjusted to 0 when they
are either already 0 or the symbol at prevT1[a + q] or prevT2[b + q] encodes the distance to the previous occurrence of
a parameter before the initial symbol of the p-suﬃx a or b in T , i.e. the compared symbols are the ﬁrst occurrences
of that parameter in the p-suﬃx. Otherwise, the compared parameter symbols are simply encoded to prevT1[a + q] and
prevT2[b+q], signifying that the parameters have a previous occurrence in the p-suﬃx. See [12,9] for an extended discussion
and proof on the relationship between p-suﬃxes. Nonetheless, this dynamic adjusting does not add to the theoretical
complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 16. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), the prev encoding of T , and pSAT , the parameterized suﬃx array
for T , the algorithm compute_pLPF constructs the pLPF array in O (n) time.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 15 that compute_pLPF exploits the properties of pLPF to correctly compute and extend
factors. Computing the arrays before< and before> clearly require O (n) processing via Algorithm 1. What remains now is to
show that, starting with the call in Algorithm 2 between Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, the total number of times that the
body of the while loop (lines 6–15 in Algorithm 4) will be executed is in O (n). Let prevT1 = prevT2 = prevT . The number of
iterations of the while loop is given by the number of symbols matched between prevT1 and prevT2, namely the number of
increments of the variable q, which identiﬁes the shift required to compare the current symbol. Without loss of generality,
suppose that the initial p-suﬃx at position a retrieved from prevT1 and at position b retrieved from prevT2 are the longest
p-suﬃxes at positions 1 and 2 in T of lengths n and (n−1), respectively. In the worst case, (n−1) of the symbols will match
between these p-suﬃxes, by which each comparison that clearly requires O (1) work, will increment q. Lemma 15 indicates
that succeeding calculations, or calls to Λ, already match at least (q − 1) symbols that are not rematched and rather, the
match is extended. Since the decreasing lengths of the succeeding p-suﬃxes at 3,4, . . . ,n cannot extend the current q, no
further matching or increments of q are needed. Hence, the while loop iterates a total of O (n) times amortized across all
of the n iterations of the for loop in Algorithm 3. Thus, the total work is O (n). 
Our algorithm compute_pLPF is motivated by the compute_LPF algorithm in [15]. We also observe that similar
pattern matching mechanisms as the one used between the for loop in Algorithm 3 and the while loop in Algorithm 4 exist
in standard string processing, for example in computing the border array discussed in [39].
4.3. A taxonomy for longest factor problems
The construction algorithm for the pLPF data structure that we provide is very powerful. In the future sections of this
paper, we show how to use this very construction to approach various signiﬁcant and other newly proposed data structures.
Inﬂuenced by the variants of the LPF discussed in [18,17], we take longest factor problems to a more theoretical level by
introducing a class of problems referred to as longest factor symbol comparison problems and appropriately identify the
subclasses. This discussion is aimed to show how we may “reuse” the pLPF construction. By no means is this section a
complete compilation of thoughts and theory on the classes and subclasses of longest factor problems, which is additional
research beyond the scope of this work. Instead, we provide the ﬁrst true look at longest factor problems in terms of classes
and identify types of problems that can be solved by our pLPF construction.
The class of longest factor symbol comparison problems, or longest factor problems for brevity, is a class of problems that
compare symbols with each suﬃx at position i according to some stipulation, preserving a list of the length of the factor
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strings. We say that problems like the pLPF with the property of Lemma 15 have the extension property. See Deﬁnition 17
for a more formal description of the property.
Deﬁnition 17 (Extension property). Let p be a longest factor problem yielding the data structure d composed of n integer
lengths, identifying the length of the longest factor. If each individual element d[i] is answered by max{0,d[i − 1] − 1,α}
and α > (y = max{0,d[i − 1] − 1}) is true iff the max{0,d[i − 1] − 1} symbol comparisons of the solution at d[i − 1] are a
subset of the symbol comparisons in the answer y, i.e. d[i] d[i − 1] − 1 with 1 < i  n for all possible d, then it is said
that problem p possesses the extension property.
Considering all of the p-suﬃx classiﬁcations in [11] will slightly modify this property. We identify that problems possess-
ing the extension property may be of two main classes: (1) with restrictions or (2) without restrictions. Speciﬁcally, longest
factor problems with restrictions may have a requirement on perhaps the location of the match. The way in which these
restrictions are handled create the additional subclasses of problems: type-1) pre-satisﬁed with the preprocessing of arrays,
type-2) post-satisﬁed requiring additional veriﬁcation and work afterwards, or type-3) both pre-satisﬁed and post-satisﬁed.
We do not consider type-2 problems since they do not take advantage of preprocessing.
Problems like the pLPF are said to have type-1 pre-satisﬁed restrictions since the before< and before> arrays handle the
only restriction that the longest factor precede the suﬃx in question within the p-string. In other words, after the execution
of the construct routine in Algorithm 3, there is no real additional work required since all of the restrictions are handled
beforehand. Example new data structures that we introduce that ﬁt this scheme include the pLneF and pLrF .
Consider for example a problem like the longest previous non-overlapping factor (LPnF) in [18,17]. We can view this
problem as satisfying restrictions by either type-1 or type-3. More speciﬁcally, the LPnF problem requires that the longest
factor precede the suﬃx at position i in the string and also, this match must not overlap the suﬃx at i. In this case, we
can easily pre-satisfy the restriction that a “candidate” suﬃx occurs beforehand however, the fact that the match must be
both the longest and not-overlap the suﬃx at i will require more sophisticated preprocessing as in [18,17]. We can view
this problem in terms of either type-1 preprocessing [18,17] or a type-3 mixture of preprocessing and postprocessing. By
observing the LPnF as a type-3 problem, we can preprocess “candidate” suﬃxes to check and afterwards, decide if they meet
the non-overlapping criteria and re-evaluate where necessary. We view LCP-related data structures in this way.
By utilizing preprocessed arrays in the same way as used by the pLPF construction, it is possible to solve longest factor
problems possessing the extension property with type-1 pre-satisﬁed restrictions simply using Algorithms 3 and 4.
Proposition 18. Let p be a longest factor problem satisfying the extension property. Further, let p be in a class of problems with type-1
pre-satisﬁed restrictions similar in form to the pLPF preprocessed arrays, which pre-satisfy the restrictions of the pLPF problem. If the
preprocessed arrays are constructed in linear time, then p can be solved in linear time with Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, the same
construction routines as the pLPF problem.
Proof. Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 clearly implement the extension property in Deﬁnition 17. Further, the algorithms com-
pute a longest factor with preprocessed arrays to pre-satisfy restrictions. Since p is a type-1 pre-satisﬁed restriction problem
with the extension property, the algorithms will compute p given the correct preprocessed arrays. It follows from Theo-
rem 16 that Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 execute in linear time given that the preprocessed arrays are constructed in linear
time. 
Similar in nature to Proposition 18, we can prove that any type-3 longest factor problem, satisfying conditions with both
preprocessing and postprocessing, is solved in linear time given that the preprocessing and postprocessing happen in linear
time. In passing, we brieﬂy mention that our pLPF construction can solve various other p-matching problems by setting
extend = false in Algorithm 3. (These problems can be grouped into a separate classiﬁcation within the taxonomy.) We use
this technique to construct the p-border array. Throughout the remainder of this paper, we consider variations of the pLPF
data structure that can be addressed with the pLPF construction algorithm.
5. Variations on a theme – parameterized strings
Our taxonomy of longest factor problems provides a way to view these problems in groups or classes. In terms of
the pLPF problem, such a classiﬁcation gives insight into a group of related problems that may be solved with the same
general framework. Earlier in the paper, we discussed the capability to solve related variations of the pLPF array with
the same construction algorithm. This was formalized in Proposition 18. In this section, we construct popular p-string data
structures (such as the pLCP and the p-border array) and newly proposed data structures deﬁned for p-strings with the same
framework used to construct the pLPF array. Note that throughout this section, we are able to dynamically and eﬃciently
construct all p-suﬃxes from a single prev encoding of T , i.e. prevT = prev(T ), as utilized in the construction of the pLPF
array (see the p-matcher Λ in Algorithm 4). For ﬂow of discussion and clarity, where appropriate, we choose to simply
represent these dynamically constructed p-suﬃxes by the suﬃx under the prev encoding, i.e. prev(T [i . . .n]), rather than
rehashing the relationship between prevT = prev(T ) and the individual p-suﬃxes prev(T [i . . .n]).
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1 int [ ] preprocess ( int SA[h ] , int n , int d) {
2 int q[n ] , i , j = 1 , c = −1 , s = 1 , e = h
3 Node ∗ptr [h]
4 i f (d = BEFORE< ∨ d = BEFORE> )
5 q = preprocess1 (SA , d)
6 else i f (d = REV< ∨ d = REV> ) {
7 i f (d = REV> ) {
8 s = h
9 e = 1
10 } for ( i = s to e ) {
11 i f (SA[ i ] > n)
12 c = SA[ i ] − n
13 else
14 q[SA[ i ] ] = c
15 }
16 } else {
17 i n i t ( )
18 inser t (−1)
19 for ( i = 1 to h)
20 ptr [SA[ i ] ] = inser t (SA[ i ] )
21 inser t (−1)
22 for ( i = h to 1) {
23 switch (d) {
24 case AFTER< :
25 q[ j ] = ptr [ j ]−>previous−>suf
26 delete ( ptr [ j++ ] )
27 break
28 case AFTER> :
29 q[ j ] = ptr [ j ]−>next−>suf
30 delete ( ptr [ j++ ] )
31 break
32 case NEQ< :
33 q[ i ] = ptr [ i ]−>previous−>suf
34 break
35 case NEQ> :
36 q[ i ] = ptr [ i ]−>next−>suf
37 break
38 }
39 } c lear ( )
40 } return q
41 }
5.1. Preprocessing
The preprocessing used by the algorithms throughout this work is handled by Algorithm 5. Since the preprocessing does
not depend on the individual symbols of a string, we may use this algorithm for either traditional strings or p-strings. So,
the following discussion applies to both p-strings with the pSA and traditional strings with SA. The algorithm is used by
providing a suﬃx array SA for a string (or alternatively a p-suﬃx array pSA for a p-string) and the choice of array d (see the
constants in the preliminaries). Algorithm 5 has the ability to construct each of the following preprocessed arrays: before< ,
before> , after< , after> , neq< , neq> , rev< , and rev> . A trivial analysis of the algorithm given a valid suﬃx array will prove
that any of these arrays are clearly computed in time linear to the length of the string.
Now, we brieﬂy discuss the makeup of each array given an n-length string T . The before< and before> arrays were
previously discussed in this paper (see the example in Table 2) since they play a signiﬁcant role in our computation of the
pLPF data structure. Recall that before< and before> preserve a list for each index i in T of the lexicographically closest
suﬃxes before i in T ; if no such index exists, this is signiﬁed in the array by −1. In the case of before< , when we say
lexicographically closest, we are referring to such a suﬃx at h with h < i that precedes the location of i in the SA. Similarly,
when we say lexicographically closest in the case of before> , we are referring to a suﬃx at h < i that succeeds the location
of i in SA. All of the arrays share the form X< and X> where the subscript determines if the array refers to indices that
precede or succeed the element in terms of the SA. The after< and after> arrays are deﬁned exactly the same as before<
and before> respectively, except that we are reporting the suﬃx j after i, namely j > i. The following arrays are slightly
different. The neq< and neq> arrays relax the conditions regarding the index of the suﬃx and instead, simply preserve
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Preprocessed arrays for p-string T = AAAwBxyyAAAzwwB$.
i pSA[i] after<[pSA[i]] after>[pSA[i]] neq<[pSA[i]] neq>[pSA[i]] rev<[pSA[i]] rev>[pSA[i]]
1 16 −1 −1 −1 6 −1 1
2 6 16 12 16 12 1 14
3 12 16 13 6 7 1 14
4 7 12 13 12 13 9 5
5 13 16 14 7 8 9 5
6 8 13 14 13 14 5 13
7 14 16 15 8 4 13 7
8 4 14 11 14 11 13 7
9 11 14 15 4 3 2 10
10 3 11 10 11 10 10 3
11 10 11 15 3 2 3 11
12 2 10 9 10 9 11 4
13 9 10 15 2 1 4 12
14 1 9 15 9 15 12 16
15 15 16 −1 1 5 12 16
16 5 15 −1 15 −1 12 16
a list of the preceding and succeeding suﬃxes in the SA. The rev< and rev> arrays preserve the indices of a suﬃx in
T [n − 1] . . . T [2]T [1]$ that is lexicographically closest to a suﬃx in T . Table 3 provides a basic example of these arrays.
5.2. Parameterized LCP and parameterized permuted-LCP
In [10], we identify the connection between the pLCP and the pLPF . In passing, we observed the connection to the per-
muted-LCP array. In this section, we discuss our previous results for completeness and also, expand our results by proposing
and constructing the permuted-pLCP array, a permuted-LCP array for p-strings.
It was discovered in [28] that the LCP data structure for a traditional n-length string W may be computed in linear time
by extending each element of the array in the order that the suﬃxes appear in the string. More speciﬁcally, each element
at index i of the LCP array is deﬁned between neighboring suﬃxes, i.e. the suﬃxes at i and i − 1 for i > 1 in the suﬃx
array SA. This means that the elements of the LCP array are deﬁned in same order as the SA. However, since the suﬃxes
of a string are related, Kasai et al. [28] identiﬁed that the following property holds: LCP[R[i]] LCP[R[i − 1]] − 1 for i > 1
where R is the rank array, the inverse of the SA. This is the very same relationship that we term as the extension property
in Deﬁnition 17. Rather than constructing the LCP array elements in order LCP[1], LCP[2], . . . , LCP[n], it is advantageous
to reuse comparisons at previous stages by constructing adjacent elements in the order that they appear in the string:
LCP[R[1]], LCP[R[2]], . . . , LCP[R[n]]. This particular ordering was later deﬁned as the permuted-LCP data structure in [27].
Earlier, we deﬁned the traditional permuted-LCP in Deﬁnition 8. Now, we are the ﬁrst to deﬁne the analogous permuted-pLCP
data structure for p-strings.
Deﬁnition 19 (Permuted parameterized longest common preﬁx (permuted-pLCP) array). The permuted-pLCP array for a p-string T
of length n preserves the length of the parameterized longest common preﬁx between neighboring p-suﬃxes in the order
that they appear in T . More formally, permuted-pLCP[i] = pLCP[R[i]] or alternatively, permuted-pLCP[pSA[i]] = pLCP[i], 1 
i  n.
In retrospect, Kasai et al. [28] actually constructed the LCP array by ﬁlling in elements as they appear in the permuted-LCP
array. Deguchi et al. [23,19] studied the problem of constructing the pLCP array given the pSA. They showed a construction
algorithm to compute the pLCP array via a non-trivial modiﬁcation of the traditional LCP construction by Kasai et al. [28]
that executes theoretically in O (n2) time. By reusing the same construct algorithm used by our compute_pLPF routine,
we introduce a way to construct the pLCP array in linear time. This linear time construction is possible because of two key
observations. First, the p-matcher Λ in Algorithm 4 shows how we can reuse elements from a single encoding prev(T )
to access the individual symbols of the dynamically changing p-suﬃxes. Second, by Proposition 18, if we can view the
permuted-LCP and also, the permuted-pLCP data structure as a longest factor problem with type-1 pre-satisﬁed restrictions,
then we can construct the data structure in linear time.
In terms of the pre-satisﬁed conditions, we can mirror the array construction used by the compute_pLPF algorithm.
The only true difference is in the content of the arrays. Consider the arrays before< , which for each i in the p-string T
maintains the p-suﬃx h < i positioned prior to the p-suﬃx i in pSA, and after< , which for each i in T maintains the
p-suﬃx j > i also positioned prior to the p-suﬃx i in pSA. Since h and j are both positioned prior to i in pSA, we can
guarantee that either h or j must be the nearest neighbor to i. So, the maximum factor determines the nearest neighbor
and thus, the element pLCP[R[i]] or permuted-pLCP[i] is constructed – no additional restrictions are needed on the way
that the longest factors are found. Rather, we only need to transition the array from the permuted-pLCP to the pLCP. From
Deﬁnition 19, this transition is accomplished with a simple linear time reordering of elements. The construction of the
arrays before< and after< is shown in Algorithm 5. Theorem 20 proves that the pLCP and permuted-pLCP constructions can
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1 int [ ] compute_pLCP1 ( char T [n ] , int pSA [n ] , int d) {
2 int pLCP [n ] , X[n ] , Y[n ] , R[n ] , prevT [n]=prev (T ) , i
3 for ( i = 1 to n)
4 R[pSA[ i ] ] = i
5 X = construct (preprocess (pSA , n , BEFORE< ) , null , prevT , prevT )
6 Y = construct (preprocess (pSA , n , AFTER< ) , null , prevT , prevT )
7 for ( i = 1 to n) {
8 switch (d ) {
9 case PERMUTED_PLCP:
10 pLCP [ i ] = max{X[ i ] , Y[ i ] }
11 break
12 case PLCP :
13 pLCP [R[ i ] ] = max{X[ i ] , Y[ i ] }
14 break
15 }
16 } return pLCP
17 }
be performed in linear time.
Theorem 20. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), the prev encoding of T , and pSAT , the parameterized suﬃx array
for T , the construct algorithm can be used to construct the pLCP and permuted-pLCP arrays in O (n) time.
Proof. We can clearly relax the p-suﬃx selection restrictions enforced by the problem pLPF in Lemma 15 to ex-
ploit the idea of extending factors. Subsequently, only the parameters of Algorithms 3 and 4 impose such restric-
tions. Let R[1 . . .n] be the rank array representing the inverse of pSAT . Let before<[1 . . .n] and after<[1 . . .n] main-
tain, for all the i in T , the p-suﬃxes at h < i at position R[h] in pSAT and j > i at position R[ j] in pSAT ,
respectively, that are positioned prior to the p-suﬃx i at position R[i] in pSAT ; when no such p-suﬃx exists,
the element is denoted by −1. Let X = construct(preprocess(pSAT ,n,BEFORE<),null,prevT ,prevT ) and Y =
construct(preprocess(pSAT ,n,AFTER<),null,prevT ,prevT ). We prove that the pLCP is constructed by the statement
pLCP[R[i]] =max{X[i], Y [i]}. The permuted-pLCP result is readily obtained from the computation. Without loss of generality,
suppose that both h and j exist and 2 < i  n, so we have either R[h] = R[i] − 1 or R[ j] = R[i] − 1 as the neighboring p-
suﬃx. When x = plcp(prev(T [h . . .n]),prev(T [i . . .n])) and y = plcp(prev(T [ j . . .n]),prev(T [i . . .n])) then max{x, y}
distinguishes which p-suﬃx at h or j is closer to i, identifying the nearest neighbor and in turn, pLCP[R[i]], which by
Deﬁnition 19 is the value of permuted-pLCP[i]. Since it is the case that X[i] = x and Y [i] = y, then it follows that permuted-
pLCP[i] = max{X[i], Y [i]}. Thus, maintaining the natural ordering of the elements yields the permuted-pLCP. By Deﬁnition 19,
a simple and clear linear time reordering of the elements will transform the permuted-pLCP to the pLCP. Since the parame-
ters before< and after< are clearly computed in O (n) steps via Algorithm 5, the routine construct executes in O (n) time
given a p-suﬃx array via Theorem 16, and the reordering of elements is clearly linear, the theorem holds. 
For discussion purposes, Algorithm 6 uses a rank array R to index with the arrays before< and after< to determine
the neighboring p-suﬃx. Further, notice that from Theorem 20, exactly one of the elements in either before< or after< is
guaranteed to be the neighboring p-suﬃx. In practice, we do not need to indirectly go through the preprocessed arrays to
ﬁnd the neighboring p-suﬃxes since this can be found trivially with a p-suﬃx array. These observations are incorporated
into the improved solution shown in Algorithm 7. The improved solution also eliminates the need for the rank array R and
similar to Algorithm 6, permits the computation of the permuted-pLCP array – a direct result of the construct method. For
further improved space consumption, the implementation of Algorithm 7 may incorporate a variation of the LCP indexing
contributions of [34]. Even though the pLCP and permuted-pLCP data structures are deﬁned differently from their traditional
counterparts, they are still arrays of integers. We acknowledge the possibility that these data structures may beneﬁt from
the other LCP contributions in [27,35,36,20]. In this paper, we are strictly concerned with the relationship between the data
structures. It is apparent from Algorithm 7 that the pLCP and permuted-pLCP data structures are very closely related to the
pLPF array in terms of the problem, restrictions, and construction.
5.3. pLneF, pLrF, and pLF
5.3.1. Parameterized longest not-equal factor
Consider the n-length p-string T = AAAwBAAy$. In the case that we want to ﬁnd the longest p-match or duplication
within the p-string, we can view the problem naturally as a longest factor problem. Suppose that we wish to ﬁnd the
longest factor in common with the p-suﬃx prev(T [6 . . .n]) = AA0$, not including the p-suﬃx itself. Exhaustively, we ﬁnd
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1 int [ ] compute_pLCP ( char T [n ] , int pSA [n ] , int d) {
2 int pLCP [n ] , M[n ] , prevT [n]=prev (T ) , i
3 M[pSA [1 ] ] = −1
4 for ( i = 2 to n)
5 M[pSA[ i ] ] = pSA[ i−1]
6 M = construct (M, null , prevT , prevT )
7 switch (d ) {
8 case PERMUTED_PLCP: return M
9 case PLCP :
10 for ( i = 1 to n)
11 pLCP [ i ] = M[pSA[ i ] ]
12 } return pLCP
13 }
Table 4
Arrays for p-string T = AAAwBxyyAAAzwwB$.
i pLneF[i]* pLrF[i]* pLF[i]* permuted-pLCP* p-border+
1 4 4 4 4 0
2 3 3 3 3 1
3 2 2 2 2 2
4 2 3 3 2 0
5 1 2 2 1 0
6 3 2 3 0 0
7 2 2 2 1 0
8 1 5 5 1 0
9 4 4 4 2 1
10 3 3 3 1 2
11 2 2 2 0 3
12 3 2 3 3 4
13 2 2 2 2 0
14 2 2 2 1 0
15 1 1 1 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0
* denotes newly proposed.
+ denotes new construction algorithm.
Algorithm 8. pLneF computation.
1 int [ ] compute_pLneF ( char T [n ] , int pSA [n ] ) {
2 return construct (preprocess (pSA ,n ,NEQ< ) ,preprocess (pSA ,n ,NEQ> ) ,prev (T ) ,prev (T ) )
3 }
that the length of the longest factor is 3, since it is the case that the longest factor is at index 2 and prev(T [2 . . .n]) =
AA0B AA0$ =3 AA0$ = prev(T [6 . . .n]). We deﬁne this particular problem as the parameterized longest not-equal factor
(pLneF).
Deﬁnition 21 (Parameterized longest not-equal factor (pLneF)). For an n-length p-string T , the pLneF is deﬁned for
each index 1  i  n such that pLneF[i] = max({0} ∪ {k | prev([i . . .n]) =k prev(T [ j . . .n]), 1  j  n, i 
= j}) =
max{plcp(i,neq<[i], T ),plcp(i,neq>[i], T )}.
Similar to the other variants in this work, the pLneF data structure has much in common with the pLPF array and may
be computed with the same construction algorithm. A general example is given in Table 4. As shown in Deﬁnition 21, the
pLneF data structure is deﬁned in terms of the preprocessed arrays neq< and neq> , which for each position i in the p-string,
preserves a list of the p-suﬃx preceding and succeeding i respectively in the pSA. These preprocessed arrays handle all of
the restrictions of the pLneF problem in a similar fashion as the pLPF. Lemma 22 proves that the pLneF array is constructed
in linear time with the same construction algorithm used for the pLPF array. Algorithm 8 displays this computation.
Lemma 22. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), and pSAT , the parameterized suﬃx array for T , the algorithm
construct computes the pLneF array in O (n) time.
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1 int [ ] compute_pLrF ( char T [n ] , int pSAQ [ |Q | ] ) {
2 return construct (preprocess (pSAQ ,n , REV< ) ,preprocess (pSAQ ,n , REV> ) ,prev (Q1 ) ,prev (Q2 ) )
3 }
Proof. It is clear that the pLneF problem is a type of longest factor problem. Let prevT1 = prevT2 = prevT . Sup-
pose that pLneF[a] = u > 0 is known and pLneF[b] is unknown for any a  1 with b = a + 1  n, then pLneF[a] =
max({c,d | prev(T [a . . .n]) =c prev(T [neq<[a] . . .n]),prev(T [a . . .n]) =d prev(T [neq>[a] . . .n])}) = u. Consequently,
pLneF[b] = pLneF[a + 1] = max({c,d | prev(T [a + 1 . . .n]) =c prev(T [neq<[a + 1] . . .n]),prev(T [a + 1 . . .n]) =d
prev(T [neq>[a + 1] . . .n])}) u − 1 ⇒ pLneF[a + 1] pLneF[a] − 1 ⇒ pLneF[b] pLneF[b − 1] − 1. Hence, the pLneF prob-
lem has the extension property in Deﬁnition 17. Further, Deﬁnition 21 deﬁnes the pLneF problem restrictions in terms of
the preprocessed arrays neq< and neq> , which are clearly computed in O (n) time from Algorithm 5. Thus, it follows
from Proposition 18 that the construct routine (Algorithm 3) on prevT1 and prevT2, which executes in O (n) time via
Theorem 16, also computes the pLneF data structure in O (n) time. 
5.3.2. Parameterized longest reverse factor
Perhaps the longest factor computation is to be considered between a p-suﬃx and some reversed p-suﬃx in the p-
string T . For example, consider the n-length p-string T = aabayzyy$1 and in particular, the p-suﬃx at i = 1. The longest fac-
tor between prev(T [1 . . .n]) and a p-suﬃx in the set {prev(T [1 . . .n − 1]R$2),prev(T [1 . . .n− 2]R$2), . . . ,prev(T [1]$2)}
is prev(T [1 . . .n − 1]R$2) = 01020021$2 =8 01020021$1 = prev(T [1 . . .n]). We deﬁne this longest factor variant as the
parameterized longest reverse factor (pLrF) problem.
Deﬁnition 23 (Parameterized longest reverse factor (pLrF)). For an n-length p-string T , let Q 1 = T [1 . . .n − 1]$1, Q 2 =
T [1 . . .n − 1]R$2, and Q = Q 1 ◦ Q 2. The pLrF is deﬁned for each index 1  i  n such that pLrF[i] =
max({0} ∪ {k | prev(T [i . . .n]) =k prev(T [1 . . . j]R), 1  j < n}) = max{plcp(i, rev<[i] + n, Q ),plcp(i, rev>[i] + n, Q )} =
max{plcp(Q 1[i . . .n], Q 2[rev<[i] . . .n]),plcp(Q 1[i . . .n], Q 2[rev>[i] . . .n])}.
This problem compares with the text reverse data structures in [18,17], but is different since we do not require the
match to be overlapping or non-overlapping. A general example is provided in Table 4. The pLrF problem is similar to the
pLPF problem because it may be deﬁned through preprocessed arrays. These preprocessed arrays rev< and rev> provide
for each forward p-suﬃx at i in the p-string T , the index of the reverse p-suﬃx preceding and succeeding i in pSAQ .
Algorithm 5 constructs the arrays rev< and rev> by exploiting the lexicographical closeness between the forward p-suﬃxes
in Q 1 and the reverse p-suﬃxes in Q 2, which are both contained in pSAQ . Notice that from Deﬁnition 23, the pLrF problem
is described in terms of preprocessed arrays in multiple ways. First, the pLrF problem is deﬁned by taking the plcp between
the questioned p-suﬃx at i and the p-suﬃxes at (rev<[i] + n) and (rev>[i] + n) in Q . Also, the problem is deﬁned by the
plcp between the questioned p-suﬃx at i and the p-suﬃxes at rev<[i] and rev>[i] in Q 1 and Q 2, respectively. These
deﬁnitions are the same since any plcp computation on Q or the pair Q 1 and Q 2 is identical because Q [n] = $1 
= Q [y],
∀y, n + 1  y  2n and hence, it is guaranteed that any plcp result, say r, is such that 0  r < n. The advantage of
considering the deﬁnition of the pLrF array in terms of rev< and rev> with the pair of p-strings Q 1 and Q 2 is the direct
setup of the problem to make use of the construct framework, also used to construct the pLPF array. Lemma 24 proves
that Algorithm 9 constructs the pLrF data structure in linear time.
Lemma 24. Given an n-length p-string T , Q 1 = T [1 . . .n − 1]$1 , Q 2 = T [1 . . .n − 1]R$2 , Q = Q 1 ◦ Q 2 , prevT1 = prev(Q 1),
prevT2 = prev(Q 2), and pSAQ , the parameterized suﬃx array for Q , the algorithm construct computes the pLrF array in O (n)
time.
Proof. This proof is similar to that of Lemma 22. The pLrF problem is clearly a longest factor problem. Algorithm 5 con-
structs the arrays rev< and rev> in O (n) time to preserve the index of the lexicographically closest reverse p-suﬃx of the
p-string Q 2 preceding and succeeding some forward p-suﬃx of the p-string Q 1 within pSAQ . These preprocessed arrays are
the only restrictions of the pLrF problem in Deﬁnition 23 and hence, the pLrF problem is a longest factor problem with pre-
satisﬁed restrictions. Suppose that pLrF[a] = u > 0 is known and pLrF[b] is unknown for any a 1 with b = a + 1 n, then
pLrF[a] = max({c,d | prev(Q 1[a . . .n]) =c prev(Q 2[rev<[a] . . .n]),prev(Q 1[a . . .n]) =d prev(Q 2[rev>[a] . . .n])}) = u. Con-
sequently, pLrF[b] = pLrF[a + 1] = max({c,d | prev(Q 1[a + 1 . . .n]) =c prev(Q 2[rev<[a + 1] . . .n]),prev(Q 1[a + 1 . . .n]) =d
prev(Q 2[rev>[a + 1] . . .n])}) u − 1 ⇒ pLrF[a + 1] pLrF[a] − 1 ⇒ pLrF[b] pLrF[b − 1] − 1. So, the pLrF problem has the
extension property in Deﬁnition 17. Therefore, it follows from Proposition 18 and Theorem 16 that the construct routine
(Algorithm 3) uses O (n) operations to compute the pLrF data structure. 
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1 int [ ] compute_pLF ( char T [n ] , int pSAT [n ] , int pSAQ [ |Q | ] ) {
2 int pLF [n ] , pLneF [n ] , pLrF [n ] , i
3 pLneF = compute_pLneF (T , pSAT )
4 pLrF = compute_pLrF (T , pSAQ )
5 for ( i = 1 to n)
6 pLF [ i ] = max{pLneF [ i ] , pLrF [ i ] }
7 return pLF
8 }
5.3.3. Parameterized longest factor
Consider an example n-length p-string T = AabcBCxyzA$. From the surface, we may ﬁnd that the longest factor is
between the p-suﬃx at i = 2 and the p-suﬃx at j = 7, i.e. prev(T [i . . .n]) = 000BC000A$ =3 000A$ = prev(T [ j . . .n]).
If we analyze further, we can ﬁnd a longer factor since prev(T [1 . . .10]$1) = A000BC000A$1 =4 A000C B000A$2 =
prev(T [1 . . .10]R$2). In the case where we are trying to ﬁnd the longest factor in a p-string, whether that be in the
forward or reverse direction, it is beneﬁcial to observe both the pLneF and pLrF arrays. We deﬁne this problem as the
parameterized longest factor (pLF) problem.
Deﬁnition 25 (Parameterized longest factor (pLF)). For an n-length p-string T , the pLF is deﬁned for each index 1 
i  n such that pLF[i] = max({0} ∪ {k | prev(T [i . . .n]) =k prev(T [ j . . .n]), 1  j  n, i 
= j} ∪ {k | prev(T [i . . .n]) =k
prev(T [1 . . . j]R), 1 j < n}) = max{pLneF[i],pLrF[i]}.
From the deﬁnition, the pLF problem is indirectly related to the pLPF problem. This is due to the fact that the pLF data
structure is broken down into a simple computation between elements of the pLneF and pLrF arrays, which are two longest
factor arrays that we recently computed with the same construction algorithm used for the pLPF array. See Table 4 for a
general example. Algorithm 10 constructs the pLF array and the computation is formalized in Lemma 26.
Lemma 26. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), pSAT , Q 1 = T [1 . . .n − 1]$1 , Q 2 = T [1 . . .n − 1]R$2 , Q = Q 1 ◦ Q 2 ,
prevT1 = prev(Q 1), prevT2 = prev(Q 2), and pSAQ , the algorithm construct computes the pLF array in O (n) time.
Proof. The correctness and running time of the algorithm follow directly from Deﬁnition 25, Lemma 22, and Lemma 24. 
We summarize the foregoing results in the following theorem:
Theorem 27. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), pSAT , Q 1 = T [1 . . .n − 1]$1 , Q 2 = T [1 . . .n − 1]R$2 , Q = Q 1 ◦ Q 2 ,
prevT1 = prev(Q 1), prevT2 = prev(Q 2), and pSAQ , the pLneF, pLrF, and pLF data structures are each constructed in O (n) time.
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 22, Lemma 24, and Lemma 26. 
5.4. Parameterized border array
The p-border array [26] is a data structure that preserves the length of the maximum border between a preﬁx of a p-
string T and a proper p-suﬃx of the preﬁx (see Deﬁnition 12). The challenge of the problem, not involved in the traditional
border array [39], is that all preﬁxes and suﬃxes are under the prev encoding.
In the closing comments of the section discussing our longest factor taxonomy, we mention that the pLPF construc-
tion may also be used to solve other p-matching oriented problems by setting extend = false. We view the construction
of the p-border array in this way – as a special p-matching problem with some postprocessing. Consider an example
n-length p-string T = wzwz$. The exhaustive p-border array computation using Deﬁnition 12 is p-border[1] = 0, p-
border[2] = 1 = max{k | prev(wz) = 00 =k y[1 . . .k = |y|], y ∈ {prev(z) = 0}}, p-border[3] = 2 = max{k | prev(wzw) =
002 =k y[1 . . .k = |y|], y ∈ {prev(zw) = 00,prev(w) = 0}}, p-border[4] = 3 = max{k | prev(wzwz) = 0022 =k y[1 . . .k =
|y|], y ∈ {prev(zwz) = 002,prev(wz) = 00,prev(z) = 0}}, and p-border[5] = 0 = max{k | prev(wzwz$) = 0022$ =k
y[1 . . .k = |y|], y ∈ {prev(zwz$) = 002$,prev(wz$) = 00$,prev(z$) = 0$,prev($) = $}}. We observe that all of the
p-suﬃxes of the preﬁxes under the prev encoding are compared with a preﬁx of the p-suﬃx prev(T [1 . . .n]). By indepen-
dently computing the longest factor (maximum p-match length) between p-suﬃxes 1 and 2, between p-suﬃxes 1 and 3,
between p-suﬃxes 1 and 4, etc., the result will be non-extendable p-matches. These particular p-matches happen to be
lengths of longest proper p-suﬃxes with a preﬁx of T – select elements in the p-border array. The other p-border elements
are obtained by removing the rightmost symbols from the end of the non-extendable p-matches, since removing rightmost
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1 int [ ] compute_p-border ( char T [n ] , int pSA[n ] ) {
2 int f ixed [n]={−1 , 1 , . . . , 1 } , b [n]= { 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 } , b2 [n] i , c
3 extend= fa lse
4 b2 = construct ( f ixed , null ,prev (T ) ,prev (T ) )
5 for ( i = 2 to n) {
6 c = b2[ i ]
7 while ( c > 0 ∧ c > b[ i+c−1]) b[ i+c−1]=c−−
8 } extend=true
9 return b
10 }
symbols of a prev encoding does not modify previous parameter distances in the encoding. Since p-border[1] = 0 by Def-
inition 12, consider initially i = 2. Let c > 1 be the length of the non-extendable p-match between the p-suﬃxes 1 and i.
Then, p-border[i+ c−1] = c is the current longest p-match and hence, an element in p-border. Also, while c = c−1> 0, we
have p-border[i + c − 1] = c. After this initial match, we can consider successive non-extendable p-matches beginning with
i = i + 1 = 3. These successive p-matches cannot replace the elements already populated in p-border because these previ-
ously populated elements are from an earlier, longer p-match. We obtain these non-extendable p-matches from the pLPF
construction and use the aforementioned observations to construct the p-border array. We give the construction algorithm
of the p-border array in Algorithm 11 and prove its correctness and complexity in Theorem 28.
Theorem 28. Given an n-length p-string T , prevT = prev(T ), the prev encoding of T , and pSAT , the parameterized suﬃx array
for T , the algorithm compute_p-border computes the p-border array in O (n) expected time.
Proof. Let extend = false, ﬁxed[1 . . .n] = {−1,1, . . . ,1}, and p-border[1 . . .n] = {0,0, . . . ,0}. By following Algorithm 3, we
know that b2 = construct(ﬁxed,null,prevT ,prevT ) yields b2 = {b2[1] = 0,b2[2] = plcp(T [1 . . .n], T [2 . . .n]), . . . ,b2[n] =
plcp(T [1 . . .n], T [n])}, in which each b2[i] corresponds to the length of the longest factors: 0, prev(T [1 . . .n]) =b2[2]
prev(T [2 . . .n]), . . . , prev(T [1 . . .n]) =b2[n] prev(T [n]). (Note that extend = false only changes the way in which previous
p-matches are used to assist in future p-matching and since ﬁxed[2 . . .n] is always a ﬁxed p-suﬃx, we need to always restart
p-matches.) Since p-border[1] = 0 by deﬁnition, consider the value b2[i] = α (obviously α < n) for 1 < i  n beginning with
i = 2. Assume that α > 1 without loss of generality. This signiﬁes that prev(T [1 . . .n]) =α prev(T [i . . .n]), where α is the
length of the longest factor and thus, prev(T [1 . . .n])[α + 1] 
= prev(T [i . . .n])[α + 1] is the case. In particular, this longest
factor implies that the p-match is not extendable to the left (since p-border[1] = 0 and p-border[i = 2] is the ﬁrst element
to consider a p-match) and clearly not extendable to the right (i.e. the longest factor). Hence, the value b2[i] = α generated
from construct is actually the length of the longest proper p-suﬃx (since 1 < i  n) that matches a preﬁx ending at
(i + α − 1), which is the element p-border[i + α − 1] = b2[i] = α from Deﬁnition 12. Further, it is also the case that this
b2[i] result tells us about the other longest proper p-suﬃxes that match a preﬁx of T , namely p-border[i + α − 2] = α − 1
(since prev(T [1 . . .n]) =α−1 prev(T [i . . .n])), p-border[i+α−3] = α−2 (since prev(T [1 . . .n]) =α−2 prev(T [i . . .n])), . . . ,
p-border[i + α − k− 1] = α − k (since prev(T [1 . . .n]) =α−k prev(T [i . . .n])) for (α − k) > 0 and non-negative k. Since this
p-match between the p-suﬃxes at 1 and i = 2 cannot be extended to the left or right, it is guaranteed that b2[i = 2] = α
will imply the elements p-border[i = 2] through p-border[i + α − 1 = 1 + α] since removing rightmost p-matched sym-
bols will not change any encodings earlier in the p-suﬃx by Deﬁnition 3 and hence, will not be subject to the p-suﬃx
intricacies formalized in Lemma 14. It is not possible for the elements at b2[i + 1 . . . i + α − 1] and even b2[i + 1 . . .n] to
provide longer p-matches for the elements p-border[1 . . . i + α − 1] since the earlier p-matches that populated these ele-
ments are clearly longer because we considered earlier, longer p-suﬃxes in T . However, the elements b2[i + 1 . . . i + α − 1]
may still provide non-populated p-border elements for entries at some j, j > i+α−1. Consider now, i = 3, . . . ,n, b2[i] = β ,
and let β2 = β . While β2 > p-border[i + β2 − 1] and β2 = β2 − 1, there are new longer p-matches identiﬁed. If these p-
matches could be extended to the left, it would have been previously identiﬁed in earlier b2[h] for h < i and already
recorded in p-border. Now considering the current b2[i], we know that β gives the length of the longest factor between
the p-suﬃxes 1 and i and thus, cannot be extended to the right. These facts clearly indicate that this new longest fac-
tor gives the elements p-border[i + β − 1] = β , p-border[i + β − 2] = β − 1, etc. while p-border[i + β − k − 1] < β − k
for non-negative k. Since successive b2[i] give the lengths of the longest factors between the p-suﬃxes 1 and i, it fol-
lows from the previous discussion that the compute_p-border construction generates the p-border array. In terms of
time, the notion that extend = false forces the construct algorithm to require B steps to construct the array b2 where
B = b2[1]+b2[2]+ · · ·+b2[n] = 0+plcp(T [1 . . .n], T [2 . . .n])+· · ·+plcp(T [1 . . .n], T [n]). Since Σ and Π are ﬁnite, each
σ ∈ Σ and π ∈ Π are reused within a general p-string and the prev encoding is composed of various distances. The ﬁrst
p-suﬃx prev(T [1 . . .n]), in particular, is composed of each unique distance. The successive p-suﬃxes that are compared
with prev(T [1 . . .n]) have numerous parameter distances replaced with the distance 0, which decreases the likeliness of
long individual b2[i]. The same is true for the occurrence of infrequent constant sequences in the ﬁrst p-suﬃx. Thus, it is
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populated at most once. Therefore, the algorithm constructs p-border in O (n) expected time. 
6. Variations on a theme – traditional strings
Recall that we have constructed the following p-string data structures using the same construct algorithm: pLPF ,
pLCP, permuted-pLCP, pLneF , pLrF , pLF , and the p-border array. In this section, we construct these same data structures for
traditional strings. For concision, we exploit a special relationship between p-strings and traditional strings to address tra-
ditional string data structures with the same algorithms used for their p-string counterparts. This further adds to the power
and utility of the construct algorithm. Lemma 29 formalizes the special relationship between p-strings and traditional
strings.
Lemma 29. Given a p-string alphabet Σ and Π as the set of constant and parameter symbols respectively, let Σ = Σ ∪ Π and
afterwards, Π = ∅, then, an n-length p-string T is also a traditional string.
Proof. Since T [i] ∈ Σ , ∀i, 1  i < n and T [n] ∈ {$}, then by Deﬁnition 1 we have T ∈ (Σ ∪ Π)∗$, which classiﬁes T as
a valid p-string. In this special case, T consists of no such symbol π ∈ Π so Lemma 14 identiﬁes that prev(T [i . . .n]) =
prev(T )[i . . .n] and further T = prev(T ) by Deﬁnition 3, so T [i . . .n] = prev(T [i . . .n]) = prev(T )[i . . .n], ∀i, 1 i  n. 
Lemma 29 formalizes the power of deﬁning problems in terms of p-strings. By solving a p-string problem, we also solve
the same problem for traditional strings since a string is a special case of a p-string. This generalization allows us to offer
solutions to multiple problems with a single algorithm based on p-strings. Due to this generalization and the analogous
deﬁnitions of the p-suﬃx array and the standard suﬃx array, our preprocessed arrays constructed in Algorithms 1 and 5
are also still valid for traditional strings.
We now, where necessary, redeﬁne the data structures of this work using traditional strings and formalize the construc-
tion of the arrays. All of the following proofs use Lemma 29 to conﬁrm that traditional strings are speciﬁc cases of p-strings
and the corresponding p-string theorems still hold. These now trivial proofs are omitted. Let us begin by redeﬁning the LPF
data structure originally deﬁned in [15] in terms of the before< and before> arrays.
Deﬁnition 30 (Longest previous factor (LPF)). (See [15].) In addition to Deﬁnition 10, the LPF is also deﬁned for each index
1 i  n of an n-length traditional string W such that LPF[i] = max{lcp(i,before<,W ),lcp(i,before>,W )}.
The LPF data structure is also computed in linear time with the compute_pLPF algorithm.
Theorem 31. Given an n-length traditional string W , the compute_pLPF algorithm constructs the LPF array in O (n) time.
Similar to the generalization of the pLPF problem to solve the LPF problem, it is also the case that the permuted-LCP array
in Deﬁnition 8 and the traditional LCP array, analogous to Deﬁnition 7, are also constructed with the generalized p-string
solution.
Theorem 32. Given an n-length traditional string W , the compute_pLCP algorithm constructs the LCP and permuted-LCP arrays in
O (n) time.
Further, we can deﬁne our newly proposed p-string data structures pLneF , pLrF , and pLF for traditional strings and use
the same construction algorithms.
Deﬁnition 33 (Longest not-equal factor (LneF)). For an n-length traditional string W , the LneF is deﬁned for each index 1
i  n such that LneF[i] = max({0}∪ {k | W [i . . .n] =k W [ j . . .n], 1 j  n, i 
= j}) = max{lcp(i,neq<,W ),lcp(i,neq>,W )}.
Deﬁnition 34 (Longest reverse factor (LrF)). For an n-length traditional string W , let Q 1 = W [1 . . .n − 1]$1, Q 2 =
W [1 . . .n−1]R$2, and Q = Q 1 ◦ Q 2. The LrF is deﬁned for each index 1 i  n such that LrF[i] = max({0}∪ {k | W [i . . .n] =k
W [1 . . . j]R , 1  j < n}) = max{lcp(i, rev<[i] + n, Q ),lcp(i, rev>[i] + n, Q )} = max{lcp(Q 1[i . . .n], Q 2[rev<[i] . . .n]),
lcp(Q 1[i . . .n], Q 2[rev>[i] . . .n])}.
Deﬁnition 35 (Longest factor (LF)). For an n-length traditional string W , the LF is deﬁned for each index 1  i  n
such that LF[i] = max({0} ∪ {k | W [i . . .n] =k W [ j . . .n], 1  j  n, i 
= j} ∪ {k | W [i . . .n] =k W [1 . . . j]R , 1  j < n}) =
max(LneF[i], LrF[i]).
Theorem 36. Given an n-length traditional string W , the algorithms compute_pLneF, compute_pLrF, and compute_pLF
respectively construct the LneF, LrF, and LF data structures in O (n) time.
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Select data attributes.
Attribute Ecoli Bible Fibonacci N (24,12)
n = 4638690 n = 3445275 n = 200000 n = 1000000
|Σ | = 0, |Π | = 4 |Σ | = 27, |Π | = 14 |Σ | = 0, |Π | = 2 |Σ | = 0
permuted-pLCPmax 2815 487 121391 29
permuted-pLCPμ 19.3 13.3 52287.6 16.6
pLCPmax 2815 487 121391 29
pLCPμ 19.3 13.3 52287.6 16.6
p-bordermax 15 14 121391 15
p-borderμ 2.3 0.3 52287.6 5.4
pLPFmax 2815 487 121391 29
pLPFμ 19.3 13.3 52287.6 16.6
pLneFmax 2815 487 121391 29
pLneFμ 24.1 15.7 69681.4 17.3
pLrFmax 3027 15 196415 31
pLrFμ 22.7 4.0 97888.8 17.3
pLFmax 3027 487 196415 31
pLFμ 26.2 15.7 97889.0 17.7
Finally, the p-border array [26] is a general case of the border array [39], so we can likewise prove that the p-border
array construction theorem still holds for the traditional border array.
Theorem 37. Given an n-length traditional string W , the compute_p-border algorithm constructs the border array in O (n) ex-
pected time.
7. Experiments
In this work, we develop theory that establishes a connection between the parameterized longest previous factor
(pLPF) data structure and popular data structures, such as LCP and the border array. We also show the connection be-
tween pLPF and other newly introduced data structures. Our core contribution is a single construction algorithm that
can develop data structures related to pLPF . We implemented our newly introduced construction algorithms in this pa-
per. Our implementation handles all of the p-string details in the work [11]. The programs are written in C. We have
executed our algorithms in the Cygwin environment running on a Dell Inspiron 570 desktop with 3.10 GHz clock speed
and 8 GB RAM. This section discusses experimental results of our programs on various ﬁles from the Large Corpus
(http://corpus.canterbury.ac.nz/descriptions/#large), the theoretical Fibonacci string, and strings from random distributions.
Table 5 contains details that describe the nature of the data. We discuss the experimental results and compare them with
our theoretical results. We then implement traditional algorithms that construct LCP and LPF and compare them with our
newly introduced parameterized constructions. For each experiment, we do not consider the construction of the p-suﬃx
array (pSA), the rank array (R), or prev(T ) in the execution time because it is assumed that these data structures are
readily available to a program. Other auxiliary data structures needed in the construction, such as those from Algorithm 5,
are considered in the execution time. In terms of practical space, we consider the resident memory used by the pro-
cess.
Let us ﬁrst consider the Ecoli sequence from the Large Corpus. In our experiment, we constructed the pLPF variants
for preﬁxes of the text. For this text, we considered the entire alphabet to be parameters: Σ = ∅ and Π = {a, c, g, t}. In
Fig. 1, we display the execution time for the construction of each pLPF variant. Each data structure is created in linear time,
which conﬁrms our theoretical results. We notice that indeed, the pLF data structure requires more time to construct since
it primarily requires the construction of both pLrF and pLneF . For pLCP and permuted-pLCP, we display results using the
construction of Algorithm 7. For concision, we omit the construction of Algorithm 6 from the results since we observe that
indeed Algorithm 7 is a practical improvement. We notice that the quickest algorithms construct the pLCP, permuted-pLCP,
and p-border data structures. This is the case since these particular constructions (Algorithm 7 and Algorithm 11) do not
require the preprocessing of Algorithm 5. That is, the light preprocessing is apparent in the overall execution time.
Next, we considered the Bible text from the Large Corpus. Since the Bible is composed of words, it is inappropriate
to use individual symbols as parameters. So, the original Bible text was preprocessed and transformed into a text more
suitable for p-matching and our program. First, only letters and spaces in the original text remained in the transformed
text. All letters were forced to lowercase letters. Next, a unigram was constructed and each word appearing in the new
text with a frequency f  7500 was replaced with a unique uppercase symbol. (Thus, the size of the transformed Bible is
slightly smaller than the original.) For example, the word in was replaced with the letter G and the word the was replaced
with the letter L. These 14 frequent words were considered parameters. Since the parameter words are now replaced with
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Fig. 2. Time for construction of pLPF variants on Bible with |Σ | = 27 and
|Π | = 14.
Fig. 3. Time for construction of pLPF variants on random sequence from
N (24,12), where N (a,b) is a discretized Normal distribution with mean a
and variance b, and |Σ | = 0.
Fig. 4. Time for construction of pLPF variants on Fibonacci sequence with
|Σ | = 0 and |Π | = 2.
unique symbols not used by constants, there is no real need to adjust the remaining words since the remaining symbols
must match anyway to detect a constant. So, we have constructed a new p-match problem where frequent words may be
substituted. We constructed the pLPF variants on preﬁxes of the processed Bible sequence. Fig. 2 shows the results, which
are nearly identical to the linear time results of the previous Ecoli experiment. The p-border construction on the Bible
sequence is so quick because of the fact that the ﬁrst p-suﬃx consists of the introductory sequence G_L_beginning_,
which does not p-match with any longer sequences in the text. Overall, we also notice the same results for random strings
from Normal and Uniform discretized distributions. Fig. 3 shows the construction times for the pLPF variants on random
input strings with symbols from the Normal distribution. Very similar results were obtained for sequences with symbols
from the Uniform distribution.
The qth Fibonacci sequence (or Fibostring) [39] is denoted by fq and satisﬁes the recurrence f0 = b, f1 = a, and fq =
fq−1 fq−2 for q  2. The recurrence relation makes the resulting string naturally repetitive. We see from Table 5 that the
maximum and mean values of each data structure is signiﬁcant when compared to the text length. This would classify a
Fibonacci sequence as a worst case string for a p-matching application. In terms of time, Fig. 4 shows the pLPF variants are
constructed very quickly. For the preﬁxes considered, we see that even some constructions do not add noticeable time to
the plots when increasing preﬁx length. We note from Table 5 and the plots that the Fibonacci sequence is shorter than the
other sequences (n = 200000). Considering sequences at around the same preﬁx size, there is typically more time required
for the construction of pLPF variants on the Fibonacci sequence. This very relationship can be viewed more clearly when
considering the Ecoli and Bible results, in which the slopes of the linear time results of Ecoli are greater than that of the
Bible. This is due to the nature of the resulting arrays of the pLPF variants, detailed in Table 5. The resident memory required
by the data structures on the Fibonacci sequence is displayed in Fig. 5. Similar to the time of pLF , the construction of pLF
also requires more space than the other constructions. The space required for the other experiments is similar.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of traditional constructions (|Π | = 0) of LCP and LPF
with the same data structures built using parameterized constructions.
Throughout this paper, we are focused on relating the constructions of data structures to the pLPF construction. This
includes traditional data structures with |Π | = 0. The LPF and LCP are popular traditional data structures that our algo-
rithms can construct. For purposes of comparison, we have implemented the direct LPF construction presented in [15]. This
particular algorithm was chosen since it inﬂuenced this work. We also implemented the LCP construction algorithm of [28].
We compared these constructions with our parameterized constructions on the Fibonacci sequence in terms of time and
memory required. Fig. 6 displays the execution time. We see that the parameterized constructions do not add signiﬁcantly
to the constructions of the traditional algorithms. That is, there is a very small cost for using a parameterized construction.
As the preﬁx size increases, this cost becomes smaller. We observed that the parameterized constructions do require more
memory, which is expected since p-string solutions also require additional data structures such as prev(T ).
First and foremost, this paper considers the theoretical relationship between data structures and the linear time pLPF
construction. Our experimental results conﬁrm the linear time construction of pLPF variants. The fact that solutions to p-
string data structures support constructions for traditional data structures is an important feature. To be viable in practice,
a p-string solution needs to be eﬃcient when considering the traditional counterpart. Even though our codes are not
optimized, our experimental results still show that our construction algorithms are competitive with standard algorithms
for constructing the popular data structures LCP and LPF . This gives practical signiﬁcance to our algorithms as a foundation
for solving numerous combinatorial problems for p-strings and standard strings.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we consider the pLPF array and prove that its construction algorithm is strongly connected with other
string data structures. The framework that is used to solve the pLPF problem is also proven to construct the pLCP array and
the newly proposed permuted-pLCP data structure. We also deﬁne a multitude of variations of the pLPF data structure that
are computed with the same basic framework. We implement our algorithms and conﬁrm our theoretical results on various
texts. In terms of applications, our pLPF construction framework is a viable option for computing the LCP, LPF , and border
arrays, which are prominent data structures in eﬃcient pattern matching. Notice that from Deﬁnition 17 we are considering
longest factor problems that yield arrays with the lengths of the longest factors. We can easily deﬁne parallel arrays to
also point to the position of the longest factor to permit easy access to these factors. Direct applications of our introduced
data structures may include pattern substitution, detecting duplication [6], LZ decomposition in text compression [41],
studying periodicity in strings [32,39], biological sequence compression [3,21], and analysis of repetition structures in DNA
sequences [22,2]. Speciﬁcally, our pLF data structure may be used to identify how to best substitute a pattern or even
determine if duplication is “hidden” by reversal or with parameterization. Moreover, the choice of the Π alphabet adds to
the possibilities of string analysis, a step beyond traditional exact matching. Since we have deﬁned our data structures for
p-strings, we have the ability to answer traditional string problems and also address more sophisticated applications like
analyzing parameterized duplication in source code, DNA, and RNA.
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